FERNIE
SCAVENGER
HUNT
1. This building’s had careers galore
Its old ones carved above the door
Once letters bound for friends and lovers
Now letters bound between two covers.
A:_____________________________________________
2. The soldier stands above the fray
His head is bowed, his face is grey
How many Fernie boys and men
Did not come marching home again?
A:_____________________________________________
3. At city hall a miner’s pace
Picked out in steel, a friendly face
Two blasts recounted on the signs
Remind us of the risk of mines
A step ahead if you can tell
The date and year that each one fell
A:_____________________ A: _____________________
4. When miners ventured to the dark
They held a welcome, brilliant spark
Now these two hang before the gate
Of those who make such sparks abate
What are they?
A:_____________________________________________
5. Where now folks sip agave liquor
Kinetoscopes did glare and flicker
Where once the stars of old would shine
Our ‘Snowy’ watches people dine
What word above veranda’s clamour
Reminds us of the talkies glamour?
A:_____________________________________________

6. 4th is Wood and 2nd Vicky
5th is Cox but 1st is tricky
Whose name resides in great renown
Near tracks he bribed into downtown?
A:_____________________________________________
7. A whistle-stop for arts and crafters
Where music echoes off the rafters
It rattles with each passing horn
How many windows glimpse the morn?
A:_____________________________________________
8. 1908 the wildfire roared
It ate through every plank and board
It burned our house of straw and sticks
And left us with a taste for bricks
If fancy red brick would not do
We’d local bricks of amber hue
We’d be so grateful if you’d tick
Three buildings sporting Fernie brick.
A:_____________________________________________
A:_____________________________________________
A:_____________________________________________
9. He named a Mansion, Clinic too
He tended to our cuts and flu
This line would rhyme if we just knew
That secret name…
A:_____________________________________________
10. Behind the Old Wapiti’s Hall
A shadow lingers on the wall
What helpful bar of lye is seen
To keep your monarch’s topper clean?
A:_____________________________________________

Email your answers to info@ferniemuseum.com by July 2nd!

